Dear Parents and Community Members:

Biomass Update

A

T

s Superintendent of the Penns Valley Area
School District, I am honored to present this
2012-13 Annual Report. The 2012-13 school year
has been one of the most successful years in recent
history and we are proud of the achievements of
our students, staff, and leaders in our schools. I
encourage you to review this annual report to
learn more about Penns Valley’s accomplishments
in the areas of academics, finances, and facilities.
Penns Valley Area School District maintains
its commitment to continuous improvement.
Our performance in the areas reviewed is some of
the best in the region and state, and our goal is to
remain strong and successful going forward. Our
mission: Empowering our students every day to
reach individual success, reflects our commitment
to each and every student each and every day.
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Academics
Each year, school districts across the
Commonwealth are measured consistently using
standardized tests, graduation rates, attendance
rates and participation rates. Penns Valley is
privileged to be one of the very few school
districts that made Adequate Yearly Progress
(AYP) throughout the entire District, in all Schools
and in all Subgroups (Gender, Special Education,
and Socioeconomic). Not only did we exceed the
ever-increasing performance benchmarks, but our
students outperformed most of their peers across
PA as well. Our high school is ranked among
the top 3% and the district is ranked in the top

11% for all of PA (www.schooldigger.com). This
year Centre Hall-Potter Elementary received an
accolade as a “2012 Distinguished School”, a State
honor provided to a top 25 performing school.
This was on the heels of two consecutive awards
for Miles Township Elementary School. The
simple fact is that our students are performing
better than their similarly situated peers. We
also rank in the top quartile for attendance and
graduation rates. We attribute our ongoing
success to our instructional leadership, effective
instruction, and consistent family support.
Finances
The district continues to hold a solid
financial position. Our efforts to economize
have allowed our district to maintain educational
programming and athletics. We hold the highest
credit rating possible for our size. This has
allowed us to refinance and pay down debt to
save millions in interest and processing fees.
Although we have experienced significant (over
$700,000) reductions in state funding, we have
planned prudently to protect our educational
programming. We still offer programs that other
districts have eliminated (full day kindergarten,
art, music, physical education, and extra-curricular
activities). Despite the challenging economic
conditions, Penns Valley has maintained its
focus on spending where it needs to be – in the
classroom.

Facilities
Recently we have completed several
outstanding projects and have significantly
updated our restrooms at Penns Valley High
School. The old restroom facilities were original
to the building; the renovations were completed
on time and under budget. This was a project that
was truly needed and has been much appreciated
by our students and community members. The
next large project slated for completion is the
locker room renovation. The locker rooms are
original to the construction of the high school and
are in desperate need of repair. As we consider
locker room renovation, we are also considering
the addition of storage as well as a cardio and
multipurpose room. These rooms could be used
for curricular and extra-curricular activities. The
plans are to complete these renovations/additions
without borrowing any money.
As always, I thank you for your support of
the Penns Valley Area Schools. We celebrate our
accomplishment of the past and look toward the
future with great expectations of fulfilling our
mission: Empowering our students every day to
reach individual success.

he Penns Valley Area biomass facility was commissioned in December 2011 to
provide heat to both the Penns Valley High School and Penns Valley Elementary
School. The high school is heated with fuel oil while the elementary school is fueled
with electricity. The benefit of the biomass facility is that it reduces our heating
costs for both buildings simultaneously. For the partial year 2011-2012, the biomass
boiler facility saved the District approximately $189,000. This money has been
repurposed and used to support our educational programming.
Although the biomass heat plant can burn a variety of renewable fuels, our
preference has been for it to use clean hardwood chips with a moisture content
between thirty and forty percent. These wood chips produce the cleanest burn,
yielding less ash and more BTUs per ton than most other biofuel sources. On
average, the biomass boiler burns approximately sixty tons of carbon neutral
renewable product weekly. The operation of the facility is permit regulated and
exceeds the DEP emission standards.
Since instillation, the price of oil has increased significantly, decreasing the
initially projected payback period. Given the district’s investment of approximately
$1.6 million, we anticipate a 100% return within 7 years from the date it was
commissioned.

Best Regards,

Brian K. Griffith, Superintendent
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Continuing a Tradition of Academic Success
F

or the fourth year in a row, Penns Valley Area
School District has exceeded the benchmarks
and made Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP)
in all district buildings and in all population
subgroups assessed by the 2012 Pennsylvania
State Standardized Assessments. AYP is a key
measure of school performance established by
the federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.
The Pennsylvania Department of Education
evaluates all Pennsylvania public schools and
districts annually for Adequate Yearly Progress
based on the results of the spring PSSA testing
cycle and measures of participation, attendance,
and graduation. Since the 2008-2009 school year,
Penns Valley has achieved this goal by meeting
and in many cases far exceeding the proficiency
bar set by the state. This, in itself, is a significant
achievement, as the proficiency requirements
have continued to increase each year. In 2012,
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the required proficiency rate for schools was 81%
proficient or advanced in reading and 78% in
math. Overall in 2012, 89% of students in grades
three through eleven scored proficient or above
in math, and 84% met the goal in reading. Penns
Valley is the only district within Centre County
to achieve this academic performance goal for
the 2012 school year, and this is actually a repeat
performance of the prior year.
In addition to the district meeting the
overall proficiency benchmarks, the majority of
students in each grade level at Penns Valley are
also making more than a year’s academic growth.
Because of the continuous increase in overall
proficient and advanced scores as well as the solid
academic growth, Penns Valley School District is
currently ranked 43rd out of 553 school districts
in Pennsylvania according to schooldigger.
com, which ranks districts based upon the state

assessment data. This ranking places Penns Valley
in the top 8% of all Pennsylvania school districts
and gives the district a five star rating, the highest
a district can achieve.
Within the individual schools throughout
our district, the data is just as impressive.
According to schooldigger.com, Penns Valley Jr./
Sr. High School eleventh grade was ranked 21st
out of 676, which places this class in the top 3% in
the state. Penns Valley Elementary/Intermediate
School had grade spans ranked in the top 9%
in the state, and Centre Hall-Potter Elementary
School showed a 15% overall improvement gain
in their ranking. Centre Hall-Potter is in the top
one percent in the state for its third grade reading
scores. In addition to this ranking, Centre HallPotter Elementary School was also recognized as
a Title I Distinguished School for the 2011-2012
school year based upon their assessment scores.

Centre Hall-Potter is currently considered one of
the top 25 Title I schools in the state in the area
of overall reading scores. These accomplishments
are a testament to the hard work of our students,
the support from our families and community,
and the dedication of our amazing staff.
This year Pennsylvania State Assessment
testing has already begun in our high school, as
students in grades 9-12 took the newest state
assessments known as the Keystone Exams.
Beginning this year, eleventh grade students will
no longer take the PSSAs; instead, students in
9-12 will take Keystone Assessments in the areas
of Algebra, English Literature, and Biology. This
data will be used to determine AYP data for this
age group and in the future will become part
of their graduation requirements. Students in
grades 3-8 will continue to take the PSSAs, and
those assessments will be administered in April of
this year.
If you would like additional information
regarding the Pennsylvania assessment data or
would like to review more academic data with
regards to our school district, please visit the
following websites: http://paayp.emetric.net/;
https://pvaas.sas.com/; www.schooldigger.com.
Penns Valley School District is proud of
its continued academic success and continues
to build upon its mission of “Empowering our
students every day to reach individual success”.
The staff, students, and administration will
continue to work collaboratively in order to help
all of our students succeed and keep Penns Valley
at the top in all areas of excellence!
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Feedback Requested

Historic Budgets

T

T

his Annual Report is intended to inform our community members about the status of our schools. Our Annual Report is a format change from the District
Newsletter that was last published in the spring of 2011. The semi-annual Newsletter was discontinued as a result of the 2011-12 budget cuts imposed by the
state. To continue our communication efforts, we changed our delivery mechanism to electronic postings and distributions. Since that time, we have enhanced
our efforts to post news articles on our website. We also distributed a winter electronic newsletter to all parents. In addition, we reinforced our relationship
with local newspapers to share good news about our students and the district. Our concern is that we have not been reaching the entire community effectively.
When asked, community members have indicated that they read our newsletter and appreciated receiving the information. To improve communications and to
have our citizens properly informed, we decided to try an annual report to provide updates on our district’s achievement results, financial status, and facilities
changes.

We would like your feedback and input on our efforts to communicate. We want to know:
1. What is your demographic profile?
a. Parent of Student(s) Currently Attending Penns Valley Schools, Parent of Student(s) Formerly Attending Penns Valley Schools, Current Student(s)
Attending Penns Valley Schools, Relative of Student(s) Attending Penns Valley Schools, Current Charter School Parent, Current Private School
Parent, Community Member
b. Age Range (18-25; 25-35; 35-45; 45-55; 55-65, >65)
c. Township/Borough of Residence
2. Did this annual report provide you with information that you did not receive via other means? If so, what did you learn specifically?
3. Do you want to receive a written hard copy update about the Penns Valley Area School District? If not, what delivery mechanism do you prefer?
4. Would you prefer a more frequent distribution of hard copy information? If so, how often?
5. Did you receive the electronic newsletter distribution? If so, what was your reflection of its content and format?
6. Do you visit the District’s website for information? If so, how often?
7. Do you find the District’s website helpful? If not, how could it be improved?
8. What other information should we include in our annual report?

he Penns Valley Area School District has maintained a relatively
stable budget of approximately $23 million for the past five years.
During that same time period, the state has reduced funding to Penns
Valley by $700,000.
One way the district has achieved this budgetary stability is
through continuous review of staffing. When staff vacancies occur
through attrition, each position is carefully examined to see if
efficiencies can be achieved through realignment of remaining staff.
Another significant savings has been our reduced energy
expenditures through upgraded lighting, reduction in personal
appliances, competitive energy purchasing agreements, and reduction
in summer refrigeration costs. The most meaningful impact on the
District’s energy consumption resulted from bringing the new Biomass
Boiler facility on line in December 2011. Based on historic energy
expenditures, the Biomass Boiler saved the District over $180,000
during the winter of 2011-12.
In the past four years, the District has had three opportunities
to refinance bond debt. Each refinancing created long term savings,
which will total $2,500,000 through 2028. All of these initiatives have
contributed to a stable budget.

Total Budget

You can answer these questions via email to melbin@pennsvalley.org, or by contacting Marcie Elbin via telephone at 814-422-2000 x 2540. We appreciate your
response and will use it to make a more informed decision about future publications.
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Educational Options

High School Locker Room Renovations
T

he face of education continues to change. When most of us
attended school, there were three educational options: public,
private, and home school. While these options remain, charter
schools (both physical and online) are considered public schools
and are now an option for students. While charter schools like to
advertise that they are free, in reality our school district taxes pay the
full tuition and transportation costs for resident students attending
these schools. Penns Valley Area School District is required to pay the
charter tuition bills for all resident students at an annual cost of $9,200
for regular education and $15,200 for special education.
In an effort to provide parents with options, Penns Valley offers
its own online education. Students who enroll in our cyber academy
may participate in one or multiple courses. These online courses may
be delivered by an online curriculum provider or our own teachers.
Students may choose to take one course or a full schedule. A single
course option may provide openings in the student’s schedule to take
other courses that are best delivered in a physical way (science labs,
drama, chorus, and shops, for example). The online option provides
students with Penns Valley credit and allows its participants to receive
a Penns Valley diploma. There is a cost to the district for each student
enrolled in our cyber academy, but it is significantly less than the
amounts charged by other Cyber Charter Schools.
If you are considering a cyber-option for your child, please
contact Bill Bock (422-2003) for students in grades 7-12 or Kurt
Nyquist (422-2002) for K-6 students.

6

T

he Penns Valley Area School District
continues to progress in implementing its five
year facilities plan. The plan provides a timeline,
budget, priority, and guide to facilities updates.
The next major item to be addressed is the high
school locker room renovation. The locker rooms
are all original to the building and are in desperate
need of repair. In addition, we recognize the
importance of additional and thoughtfully
designed storage spaces. The plan calls for these
renovations to be completed during the summer
of 2013.
The district accepted proposals from
architects to provide design and engineering
services for this project. Requests for proposals
were posted publicly to maximize the interest of
architects from across the state. After a thorough
review and interview process, the district selected
Fuller Architects based upon cost, experience,
reference checks, and responsiveness.
The renovation process includes a base bid
to renovate the locker rooms and provide for the
additional storage needs identified. To be prudent,
the board has asked that the architects provide
two alternate bids that would include additional
space for a cardio room, an expanded area for the
athletic trainer and officials, as well as an additional
multi-purpose room. These spaces would be used

for both curricular and extra-curricular endeavors.
Similar spaces are currently provided to students
in every single district that surrounds Penns
Valley. These alternates will provide the board
with solid costs before considering any additional
space. Each concept design can be viewed on the
district’s website at http://www.pennsvalley.org/
popup_info.cfm?story=115719.
The plan is to have the locker room
renovations fully completed prior to the start of
the 2013-2014 school year. If the board decides
to pursue either of the alternates, those areas will
have a project completion date of spring 2014.
We look forward to providing our students with
a facility they can use and of which they can be
proud.
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Bond Refunding Success
T

he Penns Valley Area School District has
borrowed money through the issuance of
municipal bonds to fund the construction of
the Centre Hall-Potter Elementary School, new
construction and renovations at Penns Valley
Elementary-Intermediate School, and renovations
at Miles Township Elementary and Penns Valley
Area Junior-Senior High School. The District’s
total indebtedness as of March 15, 2013 was
$23,355,000, with payments scheduled to continue
through 2028. Penns Valley’s annual principal and
interest debt service is approximately $2,280,000.
In 2017, this debt service will be reduced annually
by approximately $210,000.
Over the past four years, the District has
had three opportunities to refund (refinance) its
debt. Each time a refunding was undertaken, the
District realized significant savings by lowering its
interest rate. The two most recent restructurings
(June 2010 & March 2012) netted over $1,350,000
in reduced finance charges over the remaining 15
years of the bonds.
The District has been successful in securing
very favorable interest rates and terms due to a
strong Standard & Poors credit rating of AA-,
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Stable; the best in the area and only one notch
below Penn State University. The District’s rating
can be attributed to sound finances, regular
financial monitoring by the Board of Directors,
a very strong fund balance, moderate debt and a
stable local economy.

Restroom Renovations at PVHS
In May 2012, the District paid off $2,000,000
in debt using cash reserves. This payoff saved
the District an additional $1,290,000 in interest
through 2027. Prudent debt management has
significantly contributed to Penns Valley’s stable
budget status and program maintenance.

Outstanding Debt (Principal)

D

uring the summer of 2011, the Penns Valley
Area School District took action to renovate
all restrooms at the Penns Valley High School. The
restrooms had been original to the building, and
were in dire need of an update. All restrooms
had original toilets with large holding tanks (5
gallons) for flushing. The district also renovated
two restrooms that had been closed for decades.
We now have five (5) sets of fully functional boys’
and girls’ rest rooms.
The renovated restrooms include new
fixtures, privacy stalls, automated lavatory sinks,
and water-saving toilets, urinals and sinks. The
new anti-slip epoxy flooring and ceramic tile wall
coverings provide for quick and effective cleaning
surfaces. The light fixtures, towel dispensers,
partitions, sinks, and hand dryers are all vandal
resistant. To reduce post-consumer paper
products, the district also installed turbo hand
dryers. In addition, all restrooms are now properly
accessible to handicapped individuals. This project
alone has reduced the monthly water use by 3,300
gallons. This cuts our water supply requirement
and sewage processing volume by nearly 50%,
thereby reducing district expenditures. The
completion of the project was on schedule and
below budget. We are proud of the end result and
have received many positive comments from our
students, teachers, and visitors.

Before

During

After
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Bond Refunding Success
T

he Penns Valley Area School District has
borrowed money through the issuance of
municipal bonds to fund the construction of
the Centre Hall-Potter Elementary School, new
construction and renovations at Penns Valley
Elementary-Intermediate School, and renovations
at Miles Township Elementary and Penns Valley
Area Junior-Senior High School. The District’s
total indebtedness as of March 15, 2013 was
$23,355,000, with payments scheduled to continue
through 2028. Penns Valley’s annual principal and
interest debt service is approximately $2,280,000.
In 2017, this debt service will be reduced annually
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Over the past four years, the District has
had three opportunities to refund (refinance) its
debt. Each time a refunding was undertaken, the
District realized significant savings by lowering its
interest rate. The two most recent restructurings
(June 2010 & March 2012) netted over $1,350,000
in reduced finance charges over the remaining 15
years of the bonds.
The District has been successful in securing
very favorable interest rates and terms due to a
strong Standard & Poors credit rating of AA-,
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State of Technology

Community Survey
T

he Penns Valley Area School Board has
authorized the completion of a researchbased study to ascertain community perspectives
on issues important to the District. The study
was authorized to provide the board with reliable
community perspectives to make better informed
decisions. The specific objectives of the study are
to:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Assess the community’s perceptions about
current programs and services
Assess the community’s understanding of
our mission
Assess the community’s expectations of

•
•

use of district facilities and associated
expenditures
Assess the community’s support of
synergistic partnerships with other groups
Assess the community’s perspective on the
district’s communication
Assess the community’s interest in
participating in school endeavors
Assess support for and interest in future
policy decisions
Identify priorities for future budget decisions
Develop baseline data and benchmarks for
future studies

The survey will be conducted by the Survey
Research Centre (SRC) at Penn State University.
It will be mailed to approximately 1400 residents
identified by the research group. Citizens will be
selected as a representative sample of the entire
community, and specific respondents’ names will
be kept anonymous by the survey group. We
encourage all individuals who receive a survey to
complete it either electronically or in hard copy.
We look forward to receiving a good response rate
in order to help our board make more informed
decisions.

Retirement and Health Care Cost Challenges
T

10

he Penns Valley Area School District has
been successful in maintaining a relatively
stable budget over the past five years. However,
future challenges to this stability will come from
increases in both retirement system contributions
and health care insurance premiums.
The Pennsylvania State Education Retirement
System (PSERS) requires annual contributions by
each school district based upon a percentage
of the payroll for all employees. Although total
payroll has remained relatively flat over the past
five fiscal years, school district contribution rates
have increased from 4.76 % in 2008-09 to 12.93%
in 2012-13. For the 2013-14 school year, the rate
is projected to be 16.93%. Contribution rates are
expected to increase to nearly 30% by 2017-18.

Penns Valley Area School District’s payroll
currently stands at approximately $9.5 million.
Every 1% increase in the state-mandated
retirement contribution rate results in an increase
of approximately $100,000 in retirement expense.
For the 2012-13 school year, the District will
contribute a projected $1,150,000 to PSERS.
In 2016-17, the amount of that contribution is
expected to nearly triple to $3,150,000. While the
state has historically reimbursed each district for
50% of their retirement contributions, there is no
guarantee that this practice will continue in the
future.
Health care insurance costs have increased
from $1.4 million in 2008-09 to nearly $1.9 million
for the current school year (2012-13). Nationally,

insurance rates have increased an average of 12%
annually. Penns Valley belongs to a fully funded
health care insurance consortium. For the most
part, insurance rate increases for consortium
members have lagged behind the national rate,
bringing added value to the District. However,
Penns Valley anticipates a greater impact to our
rates in the future as a result of much higher than
normal health care benefit payments on behalf of
District employees in recent years.
Together, retirement contributions and
healthcare insurance premiums are the two
items having the greatest impact on the District’s
budget. Absent these expenditure increases,
the District’s 2013-14 budget would be balanced
without a tax increase.

I

n the last few years Penns Valley has
significantly changed the way technology has
been integrated into instruction. For many years,
technology was contained in labs or put into
classrooms with the addition of a few desktops in
the back of the room or, more recently, by mobile
carts of laptops. This model, while useful for
starting the process of giving students access to
technology, had a number of problems associated
with it. Technology was an “event” where teachers
and students had to travel to different classrooms
or reserve a cart when other teachers weren’t
using it. This wasted considerable instructional
time and made it difficult for teachers to truly
plan on the availability of technology. The old
model is now being replaced by technology being
embedded into every classroom. The new model
puts technology into the hands of the student,
making integration seamless.
Before the 2011-12 school year, we found
it necessary to upgraded our wireless capability
and network backbone across all buildings.
We gave each student in grades 5-12 access to
email accounts and software so that they could
collaborate with teachers and other students
on projects. We also piloted mobile tablets
in the elementary classrooms at Centre Hall
Elementary School. With the positive feedback
that we received from this effort, we expanded
the program this year and put six tablets in every
K-4 classroom throughout the district. This allows
teachers to use technology in “centers,” improving

differentiated instruction. Students are now able
to challenge themselves by moving ahead when
they have mastered skills.
This year, after considerable research, we
reexamined the deployment of our technology
resources. We found a way to spend the same
amount of money in a more effective way, and
tried what is known as a 1:1 program. Every
student at the high school in grades 9-12 received
a laptop for their use during the day, and, with
parental permission, at home as well. This
program has greatly decreased the time that it
takes for students and teachers to make use of
technology for research, writing, collaboration,
and presentation. It also allows teachers to tailor
the educational experience to each student.
Since the students are responsible for any damage
to their computers, the district has experienced
a decrease in repair cost. Now all students have
equal access to the tools that they need to excel in
the classroom.
With the feedback received from parents,
teachers, students, administrators, and board
members, we are looking to improve and expand
these programs for the 2013-14 school year.
Currently grades 5 through 8 have computer
labs, some computers in most classrooms, laptop
carts and tablet computer carts that they can use.
These devices are slated for upgrade, so we will be
considering the most effective deployment.
In the process of integrating technology into the
classroom, we continually remember that it isn’t

about the technology, it is about the learning.
Our goal is to give our students access to the
appropriate tools to help each of them to learn
and prepare for life after high school. Increasingly,
the ability to effectively use technology to create,
communicate, and collaborate is what will help
them succeed in today’s world.
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District Tax Comparison

Safety and Security

T

T

he Penns Valley Area School District has been successful in maintaining a relatively stable budget over the past five years. However, future challenges
to this stability will come from increases in both retirement system contributions and health care insurance premiums.
When comparing taxes in Centre County, some have claimed that Penns Valley’s school taxes are the highest in the county. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Below is a listing of the real estate tax rates in each of the four school districts in the county:
		Bald Eagle Area School District
		
Bellefonte Area School District
		
State College Area School District
		
Penns Valley Area School District

48.55 mills
46.4039 mills
37.73 mills
43.2348 mills

One mill is equal to 1/1,000 of a dollar of assessed real estate property value. Since assessed value is a variable along with the levied mills, one
should not compare millage alone. Another way to compare tax rates between school districts is to analyze the impact of the real estate taxes on the
assessed property value. The higher the assessed value, the higher the taxes levied on that property. The accepted standard for comparing assessed
values between school districts is to use the median assessed value of property in each school district. The median represents the midpoint of value for
all properties within a given school district.
One might note that State College appears to have the lowest taxes, when in reality this is not the case. Examining the real estate tax impact on
median assessed value, the comparison between State College Area School District’s apparently lower tax mills yields an interesting fact;
		
State College Area School District		
			
Millage rate= 37.73			
			
Median Assessed Value (MAV)= $70,000
			
RE Tax on MAV= $2,641			

Penns Valley Area School District
Millage rate= 43.2348
Median Assessed Value (MAV)= $41,500
RE Tax on MAV= $1,794

While State College’s tax rate is lower, their rate raises a higher level of actual taxes due to the higher real estate assessed value in the district.
All school districts are limited in their ability to raise taxes beyond the index allowable by Act 1 plus any applicable exclusion. Penns Valley has
increased a few times since the establishment of this restriction. The Act 1 index is not a mandated increase, but an available increase ranging from a
high of 5.6% in 2007-08 to a low of 1.8% in 2011-12. The District has the option to increase taxes, and if it chooses not to pursue an increase, this money
is forever lost. In fact, the district decreased the total taxes residents paid in 2008-09 with property tax relief to those who applied for the Homestead/
Farmstead Exclusion. There was also a tax reduction in 2009-10 with the elimination of the occupational privilege and per capita taxes. The district will
continue to do what it can to hold down the tax rates and get the most value out of every dollar that we spend.

12

his December, a horrific act of violence
occurred in an elementary school in
Connecticut. This tragic event, which put school
violence and student safety in the forefront of
the minds of communities everywhere, has all
schools taking a second and even third look at
their school safety procedures. Penns Valley Area
School District is committed to the safety and
security of our entire school community and thus
has revisited our protocols and added additional
safety measures to improve our performance in
this area.
Every year, Penns Valley reviews and,
when necessary, revises its Crisis Plan. This
plan is designed to establish protocols for a
variety of incidents. Additionally, each year we
communicate with the Centre County Emergency
personnel and PA State Police to ensure that they
have accurate information about our facilities,
our Crisis Plan, and our staff. These measures,
coupled with the drills we have with our
students and staff, as well as individual building
assessments, are the basis of our proactive plan.
In the wake of the Sandy Hook tragedy,
Penns Valley, like many other schools, has looked
for help and support as we revisit and improve
upon our procedures. As a district, we have
held discussions throughout all levels of the
organization. As a result of these discussions and
suggestions, we have made modifications to our
plans.
In March 2013, after communicating revised
expectations to our students and staff, we held

evacuation and lockdown drills at all buildings.
These drills were witnessed and evaluated by
the Emergency Management Personnel and the
PA State Police. In early April, these agencies
will be conducting a Table Top Review with
our administrators to help us evaluate the drills
and make modifications for improvement.
Additionally, Mr. Robert Miller, Director of
Physical Plant, has reviewed our facilities and will
be preparing recommended changes to the Board
of Directors.
We have also made plans to continue our
safety improvement effort. The PA Risk and
Vulnerability Assessment Team is scheduled to
visit the district during the 2013-14 school year
to complete a comprehensive analysis of the
district’s facilities and Crisis Plan. Additionally,
we will continue to work with Centre County
Emergency Management personnel and the State
Police to hold a mock crisis situation during a
teacher in-service day next spring.
Although we have made positive changes in
our schools and will continue to be proactive in
trying to improve our procedures and facilities,
we need everyone’s help. School safety is
everyone’s responsibility and is best improved
when supported by our community. For this
reason, Penns Valley Area School District, Penn
State University, and several other surrounding
districts have joined together to offer a session
on the community’s role in school safety. The
District welcomed John-Michael Keyes from the
“I Love You Guys” Foundation to speak to our

teachers and entire community. The Keyes lost
their daughter, Emily, in the 2006 Platte Canyon
school shooting. Since then, the Keyes have made
it their life’s work to “restore and protect the joy of
youth through educational programs and positive
actions in collaboration with families, schools,
communities, organizations, and government
entities.” The expectation is that we will use
the information we gather from the community
segment to continue our work.
If you have questions, concerns, or ideas
about how we can continue to improve upon the
safety and security of our school district, please
contact us.
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